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if moody’s economy.com has it
right, U.S. home prices will fall next
year for the first time since the Great
Depression. That’s depressing for
owners and gives buyers good reason
to stay on the sidelines. But here’s a
more unsettling forecast: Housing
prices five years from now will be
about the same as they are today—
and 15% to 20% lower after inflation.

That’s the bearish prediction of
the UCLA Anderson Forecast for
California and the U.S., and it has
troubling implications for the con-
sumer economy: Housing could be
mired in a malaise for years to come.

“We’re moving to a very low-vol-
ume period that’s likely to be with us
for a long time,” said Edward Leamer,
director of the UCLA business-school
forecast. Speculative fever is over, but
housing sales won’t rebound until
sellers reduce prices and buyers accept
that a home could have no short-term
appreciation, he said.

BUBBLE WON’T BURST
The good news: The housing bubble
won’t burst like the stock-market
bubble, where the Dow Jones
Wilshire 5000 plunged 50.2% from
March 2000 to October 2002. The
stock market has since regained
most of its losses.

Stocks historically have been
more volatile than housing prices.
Stock prices fell in nine of the past 30
years. In contrast, U.S. housing
prices have risen every year since the

end of the Depression, though prices
failed to keep up with inflation in
nine of the past 30 years.

Researcher Economy.com this
month predicted the median price of
a U.S. house next year will drop
3.6%. That’s little more than one
quarter’s price jump in 2004-05, but
it made for unsettling headlines.

Economy.com sees double-digit
drops looming in 21 metro areas,
mostly overheated coastal markets,
including 10 areas in California and
three in Florida. That generally
would erase less than a year of appre-
ciation. Local and statewide drops are
fairly common, typically driven by
recession or regional shocks, such as
defense cuts in California in the ear-
ly ’90s.

Housing prices have a built-in lim-
iter on the downside: Homeowners
loathe cutting prices and would rather
stay put in hopes of market recovery.
That helps explain why downturns
take time to play out. Economy.com
bets many metro areas won’t hit bot-
tom until 2008 or 2009.

The Fed could cut interest rates in
’07, but that’s unlikely to jumpstart
housing as it did in 2001 given how
the mood of the market has changed.
Buyers need to be convinced “that
they’re not going to buy into a
downtrend,” said Delores Conway,
who directs a real-estate economics
forecast at the University of South-
ern California. 

Consumers have unprecedented
access to online information thanks
to sites such as Zillow.com and The-
HousingBubbleBlog.com. “There is
more transparency, especially about
prices. It should make the downturn
happen faster,” said Ben Jones, the
blog’s creator. But a bull market in
housing appears a long way off.

Cloudy housing forecast
could mean dark days
for consumer economy
Prediction: In 5 years,
prices will be 15%-20%
lower after inflation
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Moody’s Economy.com projects the median sales price for existing homes will fall 3.6% in 2007, the first drop for

an entire year since the Great Depression. It doesn’t expect some areas to hit bottom until 2009. History suggests 

recovery can take as long as a decade.

GOING DOWN?

Longest-lasting price declines for selected states.

A LONG ROAD BACK

PROJECTED DECLINE PREVIOUS DOWNTURNS

% PRICE YR:QTR YR:QTR % PRICE YEARS PEAK  YEARS TO
METRO AREA DECLINE PEAK BOTTOM DECLINE TO BOTTOM RECOVER1

Las Vegas -12.9 ’05:4 ’09:2 -20 ’82-’84 7

Detroit -11.7 ’05:3 ’06:4 -16 ’82-’83 5

San Diego -8.5 ’05:4 ’08:2 -11 ’90-’96 8

Miami -5.5 ’06:1 ’08:2 -8 ’82-’82 5

New York -3.5 ’06:2 ’08:4 -9 ’89-’94 9

1. Years to return to previous peak. Source: Moody’s Economy.com (projections); American Demographics analysis of data from Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (previous downturns)

MAXIMUM % YEARS TO YEAR START
PRICE DECLINE RECOVER1 & END2

Texas -14.4 9.0 ’86-’95

California -13.4 8.0 ’90-’98

Michigan -16.8 4.0 ’82-’86

Florida -23.2 3.5 ’75-’78

New York -5.2 3.5 ’93-’97

1. Years to return to previous peak. 2. Start is a previous peak; end marks return to that peak.

Source: UCLA Anderson Forecast, Sept. 2006

Housing sales are slowing and inventories are rising. 

LOTS FOR SALE

Median price for existing single-family home in nominal

and real (after-inflation) dollars.

COST OF A HOUSE
Percent changes in housing prices. Housing has failed

to keep up with inflation in nine years since 1976.
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2006 is for August ‘06.  Months’ supply of existing homes for sale based on period's sales pace;

August ‘06 had highest supply since 1993. 1. Existing-home sales in millions; annualized, seasonally

adjusted rate. Source: National Association of Realtors

2006 is for August ’06; price was $225,700, down 1.7% vs. year earlier in first year-on-year

monthly drop since 1995. Source: National Association of Realtors (U.S. median price); American

Demographics calculations (inflation-adjusted data)

2006 is Aug. ’06 vs. Aug. ’05. Source: American Demographics analysis of Office of Federal

Housing Enterprise Oversight’s House Price Index (’80-’05 average % price change.); National

Association of Realtors (’06 % price change); American Demographics calculations (inflation-

adjusted data)




